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EXCITING NEW DEVELOPMENT! SCIENTISTS UNCOVER POTENTIAL
WORKAROUND FOR ANTIBIODIC RESISTANT BACTERIA

Yes, the Good Doctor is in the house and back in my rightful place. It

couldn’t be too soon either. I’m excited to tell you about a really important

potential discovery by the American Chemical Society as published in their

magazine the Journal of Medical Chemistry. Hold on to your hats and

catheters, because if the researchers and scientists can develop what they

have discovered so far, this could greatly affect the people who suffer from

chronic UTIs.

Alarm bells began ringing this past spring when a woman Pennsylvania was

the first reported patient in the US to have a bacterial infection resistant to

colistin. The labs went to work overtime and James W. Janetka and his co-

workers uncovered a new class of small molecules for fighting infections.

The method of defense of these molecules is not to destroy the bacteria, but

to inhibit their ability to attach themselves onto the bladder walls. The

bacteria create FimH, and this is what causes the bacteria to stick to the

walls of the bladder.

The first test was not resilient enough, so researchers are working on a

second version. The first version was called O-mannosides. In animal testing,

the O-mannosides appeared to break down too quickly so they were

replaced with carbon based linkers for more stability. These new molecules

are called C-mannosides.

Source:

http://www.news-medical.net/news/20161026/Scientists-uncover-new-class-

of-small-molecules-for-fightingc2a0urinary-tract-infection.aspx

By Dr. Luke O. Site

VaPro research study in France: 75% of subjects would recommend the VaPro to others who cath.

Hello, and yes, I’m on the same page as The Good Doctor. No, we aren’t a
couple, even though Stan spreads such rumors. In my search online I
discovered an interesting study from France about the VaPro touchless
hydrophilic intermittent catheter. It was a very comprehensive study and
had very promising results for the VaPro cath. Here is the abstract from the
study:

Study design:
Interventional, multi-center, open-label, randomized and crossover study.

Objectives:
The study objectives were to describe the current catheterization habits of
the French neurogenic bladder patients using intermittent catheterization
(IC), and to evaluate the ease of use, reliability and patients’ comfort and
patients’ acceptance of the new ‘no-touch’, presumably easy-to-use VaPro
catheter.

Setting:
Patients were recruited from 11 centers in France.

Methods:
In total, 106 men and women (age 18–65 years) with neurogenic bladder
using IC at least four times a day were randomized into two groups. All
subjects were trained to use the approved ‘no-touch’ method. A
questionnaire evaluating patients’ experiences was distributed before the
start of the trial and after each 15-day period of catheter use, that is, VaPro
vs conventional catheter.

Results:
The majority of patients in this French IC user panel had very strong
catheterization habits: 2/3 of them had been using IC for greater than or
equal to 2 years with high ease of use and comfort. Nevertheless, >50% of
patients would recommend the VaPro catheter to other people who need IC.
More than three out of four patients felt confident and more secure with
the new catheter. Men and spinal cord injury (SCI) patients were
significantly more positive about the VaPro catheter than women and
patients without SCI, respectively.

Conclusion:
The VaPro catheter is an acceptable and reliable alternative to the existing
hydrophilic-coated ‘no-touch’ catheter.

Sponsorship:

This study was sponsored by Hollister France Inc.
Source:
http://www.nature.com/sc/journal/v50/n11/full/sc201268a.html

By Cathy Terr



IMPROVE YOUR CATHETER IQ: CHECK OUT THE IQ-CATH!
T h e I Q - C a t h i s a u n i q u e a n d h i g h l y effective intermittent catheter that combines the advantages of stiff and soft catheters while
eliminating the disadvantages with: a s o f t " f r o n t z o n e " , a s t i f f s h a f t , and a flexible head. Made in Germany by a progressive company. What do
you have to lose? Nothing! What do you have to gain? Lots!

MEDICAL DISCLAIMER - Credit: This disclaimer was created using a Contractology template available at http://www.freenetlaw.com. Definition: All references to Chair Stuff relates to Chair Stuff Sales Ltd., it's
website, newsletter, and all other social media channels and media under its jurisdiction. No advice: Chair Stuff contains general information about medical conditions and treatments. The information is not advice,
and should not be treated a such. Limitation of warranties: The medial information provided though Chair Stuff is provided "as is" without any representations or warranties, express or implied. Chair Stuff makes no
representations or warranties in relation to the medical information. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, Chair Stuff does not warrant that: A) the medical information will be constantly
available, or available at all, or, b) the medical information is complete, true, accurate, up-to-date, or non-misleading. Professional Assistance: You must not rely on the information from Chair Stuff as an alternative
to medical advice from your doctor or other professional healthcare providers. If you have any specific questions about any medical matter you should consult your doctor or other professional healthcare provider.
If you think you may be suffering from any medical condition you should seek immediate medical attention. You should never delay seeking medical advice, disregard medical advice, or discontinue medial
treatment because of information from Chair Stuff. Liability: Nothing in their medical disclaimer will limit any of our liability in any way that is not permitted under applicable law, or exclude any of our liability that
my not be excuded under applicable law.

FREE SAMPLES! Call 1-866-363-0025
http://www.iq-cath.ca

We are a great one-stop online solution for the small business community,
especially within the disability sector. We build and maintain websites; set

up and maintain social media channels; track your performance online;
write original content for your site, blog, social media channels; shoot, edit,
and produce videos; translate your site into French; write newsletters, and

more! We bill by-the-minute, and utilize free and open source software
extensively. Affordable hosting options now available!

digabilityonlineservices.ca digabilityonlineservices@gmail.com

NOVEMBER EVENTS CALENDAR

EVENTS UPDATE
With Stan Hexadine

Stan here. We got some good things cooking
with this Events Calendar. We are combing
through (maybe I shouldn't use that word) a
number of disability organizations sites and are
putting them together into a master list. Online
you can find both a list and a calendar view of all
of the stuff we are putting together. If you have
a suggestion, please let us know. I'm glad I'm
not on the same page as Mr. and Mrs. UTI.

Kirsten Sharp's Call Out on Facebook
Used wheelchairs and equipment wanted! Heading to Mexico
with World Access Project and I would like to donate as much
equipment as I can when there. Last time I donated almost 8
wheelchairs and other pieces of equipment, back rests,
cushions, wheels, tires, walkers, crutches etc. What we might
think is old or unusable is a ribbon wrapped gift to others.
Some of these people in Mexico have never left their house
because of a lack of a mobility aids. We gave one of those old
turquoise GF strong chairs, and the girl was in absolute
heaven. So cool to see a smiles on their faces. Help me help
them! Alaska Airlines was fantastic and didn't charge us a cent
for all the extra luggage. Let's hope WestJet will do the same
this year. Please send me a private message with what you can
donate. So appreciated! Please share this post with anyone
you might know who knows someone with something!




